For Practice Manager Hayley Goodall, it became clear that Hamilton Eye Clinic needed
centralised management for their I.T. infrastructure. As a company that could provide this
management, while minimising cost and future proofing business, Hayley found that Think I.T.
was an exceptional fit for Hamilton Eye Clinic’s needs.
If you live in the Waikato and have ever needed medical or
surgical treatment for an eye condition, you’ve most likely
spent time at the Hamilton Eye Clinic.
This specialist eye centre and eye surgery facility has been
a fixture in the Waikato and Central North Island
community for more than three decades, and in that time,
has become the largest private provider of medical and
surgical eye care in the region.
As such, the centre operates a professional, efficient
service, with ten highly qualified ophthalmologists
practicing on site, supported by an experienced team of
medical assistants and administrators.
Together, the Hamilton Eye Clinic team treats a wide array
of eye conditions, from cataracts and glaucoma, to more
complex conditions such as retinal detachments, medical
laser treatments, and even eye removal when needed.
And yet, even for a business that has been so successful
and become a leader in their field – the clinic team still
needs to work hard every day to continue earning the trust
of their customers and deliver the highest quality of
service, day in and day out.
A key element in their ability to deliver this service lies in
their IT systems. It’s something that the clinic’s Practice
Manager, Hayley Goodall, is aware of – and found to be a
challenge when she took over the running of the clinic a
year ago.

A technology-driven business
“As a modern eye-treatment clinic, we are driven by
technology,” says Goodall.
“The diagnostic and treatment procedures we provide rely
on state-of-the-art equipment working at microscopic
scales and generate massive amounts of data, so must
operate with utmost precision, speed and reliability.”

Be it optical coherence tomography (OCT),
electroretinography,
fundus
photography
or
intraocular lens implantation – all standard activities in
the daily work of the clinic – the technology that
handles such procedures needs to be underpinned by a
robust IT system, says Goodall.
“All our equipment is linked to a variety of databases
and CRM tools, which must work in sync and be backed
up regularly. If they are not working efficiently
together, we simply can’t provide our patients with the
diagnoses and treatments they need.”

Getting costs under control
Goodall says that when she took on the Practice
Manager role at Hamilton Eye Clinic, she noticed
immediately that the business’s IT costs had spiralled
out of control.
“We now have all our IT systems managed under
one monthly fee, which incorporates everything
Think I.T. does for us. It’s central, streamlined and
manageable”
Hayley Goodall, Practice Manager, Hamilton Eye Clinic

“The biggest problem we faced was a lack of consistent
service. The different parts of our IT system were being
managed by different providers, meaning costs were all
over the place, and it was difficult to get a clear view of
overall spending. Managing backups was also a
nightmare.”
It was clear to Goodall that what Hamilton Eye Clinic
needed was centralised management for their IT
infrastructure. She found what she was looking for in
managed
IT
services
provider,
Think
I.T.

“We now have all our IT systems managed under one
monthly fee, which incorporates everything Think I.T.
does for us. It’s central, streamlined and manageable –
which allows us to budget accordingly,” she says.

“Think I.T. is always at the ready for us, providing
support for all our technology systems, making
sure they are working on a day-to-day basis, while
also ensuring it is future-proofed.”
Hayley Goodall, Practice Manager, Hamilton Eye Clinic

Solid planning enables a seamless transition
From the beginning, Goodall says that what stood out
about Think I.T. was their experience and efficiency.
“We had confidence from day one that Think I.T.
understood our business. We knew they had managed IT
infrastructures in the medical space before and they had a
solid reputation in this area,” she says.
“Once we’d signed on to their Think Assured Managed
Services plan, we simply gave them all the contacts for all
our previous IT providers and they put together a clear
transition schedule. From there they managed the entire
transition process, covering everything off and doing it
seamlessly.”
Goodall says it is a testimony to the smoothness of the
transition that there was zero downtime or disruption to
the clinic’s services on Think I.T.’s planned switchover date.
“Literally no-one in the business noticed anything had
changed! I give Think I.T. all the credit for doing that
so well. They gave us timely, personal service and
support throughout and got all the systems working
together perfectly.”

Goodall says she also appreciates the personal service
they receive from Think I.T.
“I have regular meetings with our account manager, so
he can find out what our future needs might be and
come back quickly with plans to address them. They are
always very responsive to that.
“We’ve also often had their main engineer from
Hamilton on-site, and have stretched his understanding
of ophthalmological technology quite a bit.
“It’s great because he loves a challenge and gets in
there, boots and all and works it out. We’ve even used
him as a guinea pig, testing his eyes on new equipment
that needs integrating with the system.”
Goodall says that if she was to sum up the service from
Think I.T. in three words, these would be “fast, effective
and reliable.”
When your business is about delivering services that
literally bring sight to sore eyes, it’s hard to look past
such a positive endorsement of how an IT services
provider can make a difference to business success.

Hayley Goodall, Practice Manager, Hamilton Eye Clinic

Setting sights on the future
Almost a year on from the transition to Think I.T.’s service,
Goodall says the difference in both cost and time
efficiencies for the clinic has been significant.

To speak with a Think I.T. representative & find out how we
can help your business, please contact 0800 844 654 or
visit: http://thinkit.co.nz/

